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Determination of $J_C$ and $n$-value of HTS Pellets by Measurement and Simulation of Magnetic Field Penetration

Bruno Douine, Charles Henri Bonnard, Frédéric Sirois, Senior Member, IEEE, Kevin Berger, Abelin Kameni, Jean Lévêque

Abstract—The complete penetration magnetic field $B_P$ is a feature of superconducting sample submitted to an applied magnetic field. It is very important to know it for applications like electrical motor or levitation. The electric $E-J$ characteristics of HTS bulk is generally described by a power law. The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the influence of the $n$-value and applied magnetic field rise rate $V_b$ on the $B_P$ of a HTS cylindrical pellet. The numerical results presented come from the resolution of a non linear diffusion problem with a commercial software. In this study, cylindrical HTS pellets are submitted to an axial applied magnetic field. With the help of these simulations a linear relationship between measurements and simulations is done for magnetization of cylindrical bulk superconducting samples. This comparison allows to determine the critical current density $J_C$ and the $n$ value of the power law $E(J) = E_c(J/J_C)^n$. The experiment is based on direct measurement of local magnetic field in the gap between two bulk HTS pellets. The field penetration measurements has been carried out on HTS pellets at 77 K by applying increasing magnetic fields with a quasi constant sweep rate for axial direction of the applied magnetic field. Two values of complete penetration magnetic field $B_P$ have been measured at two different rise rates $V_b$. The $n$-value of the real HTS pellet has been deduced.

Index Terms— Superconductor, magnetic field diffusion, critical current density

1. INTRODUCTION

Studying bulk superconductor magnetization is essential for devising electrical motors or magnetic levitation systems. The recent developments in the processing of melt-textured high temperature superconductor (HTS) bulks with high critical current density make this form of the HTS material particularly promising for the above-mentioned applications [1]-[9]. Several authors have studied the magnetization of superconducting pellets [10]-[14]. For low temperature superconductors (LTS) or HTS materials used at low temperatures, the magnetization can be calculated from the critical state model (CSM) [15] because in this case CSM represents well the relationship between electric field $E$ and current density $J$. Since in the CSM $J$ can only take well defined values such as 0 or $J_C$ (critical current density) that do not depend on the rate of variation of the externally applied field, it is possible to obtain analytical results for the magnetization of simple geometrical shapes, in particular cylinders [11], [12]. Inversely, because of this simple relationship, $J_C$ can be determined by magnetization experiments, assuming that the CSM applies over the whole range of analysis [13]-[14], [16].

In the case of HTS used at high temperatures” (typically above 50-60 K), a power law model (PLM) better represents the $E(J)$ characteristic of the materials than the CSM model [17]-[20]. The PLM is typically written as:

$$E = E_c \left( \frac{J}{J_C} \right)^n$$

The calculation of the magnetization of superconducting samples assuming a PLM requires numerical simulations, except in the case of infinite sheets [17], [18]. The determination of the $J_C$ and $n$ parameters defining the PLM for a given sample is not simple either. In the case of samples with a pellet-shape, the PLM parameters can be determined using ac susceptibility measurements [21], [22]. However, this approach leads to an indirect and complex relationship of the susceptibility with $J_C$ and $n$. A simpler method would be desirable.

This paper presents an attempt to provide such a simpler method, by studying the influence of the $n$-value and the applied magnetic field rising rate $V_b$ on the complete penetration magnetic field $B_P$ of a cylindrical HTS pellet submitted to an uniform axial applied magnetic field $B_a(t)$ (Fig. 1). At the center of the pellet, the magnetic field $B_a(t)$ starts to rise after some time delay $T_\text{P}$, related to the moment at which $B_a$ reaches $B_P$ (Fig. 2). For cylinders, and assuming the Bean model applies [15], an analytic expression for the complete penetration field, named $B_{\text{PB}}$, can be obtained, i.e. [23]

$$B_{\text{PB}} = \frac{\mu_0 J_C L}{4} \ln \left[ \frac{\left( \frac{R^2 + \frac{L^2}{2}}{R^2} \right)^2 + R}{\left( \frac{R^2 + \frac{L^2}{2}}{R^2} \right)^2 - R} \right]$$

where $L$ is the length of cylinder and $R$ is its radius. This formula is equivalent to similar formulas derived by other authors [24]-[27].
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From the above study, a method to determine the PLM parameters ($J_C$ and $n$) of a cylindrical sample from experimental measurements is proposed. For a given $J_C$ value, the use of the PLM implies that $B_F$ is a function of the rising rate of the applied field ($V_b$) and the $n$ value [13]. It is shown in the paper that a given $n$ value generates a single $B_F(V_b)$ curve. Numerical simulations allowed us to determine an empirical $B_F(V_b)$ relationship, which in turns allowed us to determine $n$ by comparing the measured and simulated $B_F(V_b)$ curves. It turns out that these $B_F(V_b)$ allow us to relate $J_C$ and $n$ with the experiments in a much simpler way than ac susceptibility measurements, mainly because the magnetic field is measured directly instead of being calculated by indirect means.

This paper is organized as follows. Firstly the computational approach is described. Secondly the influence of $n$ and $V_b$ on $B_F$ is analyzed through numerical simulations. Thirdly, we propose an experiment that allows measuring the quantities of interest in conditions that are very similar to the simulations, and we discuss the experimental results. Finally, we summarize our new experimental method for determining the $n$-value of the PLM.

### 2. Numerical model

In order to observe the current and magnetic field distributions in the superconducting material, we developed a finite model of a typical pellet such as that illustrated in Fig. 1. The model was developed in the COMSOL multiphysics environment. In all simulations considered in this paper, the externally applied field was oriented along the central axis of the pellet (c-axis), and all results such as those shown in Fig. 2 represent the field component that is perpendicular to the flat faces of the pellet.

The field profiles can be computed using Faraday’s law, Ampere’s theorem and constitutive laws of superconducting material usually used for numerical simulation [28], [29]:

\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t}
\]

\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{H} = \mathbf{J}
\]

\[
E = \rho(j)J\text{ with }\rho(J) = \frac{E_C}{J_C} \left( \frac{|J|}{J_C} \right)^{n-1}
\]

\[
B = \mu_0 H
\]

In order to speed-up convergence of the numerical problem, a small value $\rho_0$ equal to $1e-3 E_C/J_C$ was added to $\rho(J)$ [29]. Cartesian coordinates were used, and the axial component corresponded to the $z$-axis. The quantities $E$ and $J$ therefore have no axial component, but $B$ has all three components in the 3-D case, i.e.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
E_x \\
E_y \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
J_x \\
J_y \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
B
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
B_x \\
B_y \\
B_z
\end{pmatrix}
= 
\begin{pmatrix}
\mu_0 H_x \\
\mu_0 H_y \\
\mu_0 H_z
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Maxwell’s equations (equ. 1 and 2) are written in a way that they only depend on $H_x$, $H_y$, $H_z$. Therefore a $H$-formulation is chosen, such as proposed in [30].

The superconductor is modeled using a nonlinear resistivity deduced from the PLM (1). Thus, in the general case, the resistivity depends on the current density $J$, as well as the temperature $T$. We apply boundary conditions on a surrounding cylinder whose diameter and height are respectively 10 times and 20 times the size of the pellet. Those large distances between the pellet and the boundaries allow us to impose Dirichlet conditions everywhere, i.e. $B_z(t) = B_0(t) = \mu_0 H_z(t)$ on all boundaries.

### 3. Influence of rise rate, $n$-value on $B_P$

In order to study numerically the influence of $V_b$, on $B_F$, we performed simulations involving one pellet submitted to different $V_b$. For all simulations the applied magnetic field $B_F(t)$ was a linearly increasing field, as shown in Fig. 1. The pellet had a radius $R$ of 1 cm and a thickness $L$ of 1 cm, which corresponds to the pellets used in the experimental part of this work. The value of $J_C$ chosen was 100 A/mm², which is a realistic value for HTS bulks at 77 K.

As shown in a previous article of ours [13], thermal effects can be neglected in our study (the rising rates of the field $V_b$ are not high enough to result in significant heating). Nevertheless, for the highest rising rates considered here, the heat generated in the bulk is not so negligible, but we can still determine $B_F$ at just the beginning of the ramp $B_0(t)$.
at \( t = T_p \). Therefore, for \( 0 < t < T_p \), the temperature rise in the superconducting pellet is limited to 1-2 K. As a result, the impact of the temperature on \( J_c \) remains weak during the magnetic field penetration phase.

A. Distribution of current density as a function of \( V_b \)

The value of the rising rate \( V_b \) changes the distribution of magnetic field and current density due to the \( E(J) \) power law characteristics used in the simulations instead of the Bean model [20]. To confirm this, several simulations have been performed with several values of \( V_b \). The n-value chosen for the power-law model was 15, which is a likely n-value for HTS bulks. Fig. 3 presents the distributions of \( J/J_c \) in the pellets for \( V_b \) values of 0.1 T/s, 10 T/s and 1000 T/s, respectively, for the same value of \( B_p \). These distributions show that with higher \( V_b \), we observe lower penetration of magnetic field and current density, as expected from classical electrodynamics: higher variation of magnetic induction results in higher electric field, which translates in Fig. 3 to higher values of \( J/J_c \). For high values of \( V_b \) (for example 100 T/s) \( J \) reaches almost \( 2*J_c \) (Fig. 3c).

B. Influence of \( V_b \) and \( n \) on \( B_p \)

As explained in the introduction and in Fig. 2, \( B_p \) is defined when \( B_d(t) \) starts to rise at \( T_p \). Therefore, in order to determine \( B_p \) from the simulations, the rise time \( T_p \) is identified and \( B_p \) is deduced. Fig. 4 shows the magnetic induction \( B_0 \) at the centre of the pellet for five different values of \( V_b \) ranging from 0.01 T/s to 1000 T/s, still with an n-value of 15. In order to allow comparisons between different rising rates on one figure, the magnetic field is represented versus \( t*V_b \). Fig. 4 shows that a higher \( V_b \) leads to larger values of \( T_p \) and \( B_p \), for the same reason as above.

From the \( B_d(t*V_b) \) curves, the \( B_p(V_b) \) curve can be deduced, as shown in Fig. 5 for n-values of 15 and 30, respectively. The figure also shows that \( B_{pp} \) is independent of \( V_b \) in the case of the Bean model.

In Fig. 4 and 5, we clearly see that both \( B_p \) and \( T_p \) increase with \( V_b \). There is a nearly linear relationship between \( B_p \) and \( \ln(V_b) \). Also, for values of \( V_b \) in the range of 0.1 T/s, \( B_p \) is equal to \( B_{pp} \) for all n-values. This is because \( J \) is approximately equal to \( J_c \) for this value of \( V_b \). We will refer to this typical value of \( V_b \) as \( V_{0.01} \), corresponding to the rising rate \( V_b \) at which \( B_p \) is practically independent of the n-value. Fig. 5 shows also that for very low \( V_b \) (0.01 T/s) \( B_p \) < \( B_{pp} \) because \( J \) is below \( J_c \). In this case the penetration of current density is much larger than in the case of high \( V_b \).

Fig. 3. \( J/J_c \) distributions in the pellet for different rising rates of the applied magnetic field for the same value of \( B_p \).
Fig. 4. Applied magnetic field and magnetic field at the center of the pellet for different rising rates $V_b$ and $n = 15$.

Fig. 5. $B_P$ versus $V_b$ for two different $n$-values (15 and 30) and $B_{PB}$ (brown line) calculated from Bean model.

Fig. 6 shows $B_a(t)$ and $B_0(t)$ for different $n$-values and $V_b = 100$ T/s. This high value of $V_b$ was chosen because the influence of $n$ is very high in this case (see Fig. 5). Indeed, a higher $n$-value results in smaller $T_P$ and $B_{PB}$. This result is consistent with results in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. $B_P$ versus $1/n$ for different values of $V_b$ and $B_{PB}$.

From these curves of $B_a(t)$, we can trace $B_P(1/n)$, as shown in Fig. 7 ($V_b = 100$ T/s and $J_C = 100$ A/mm²). In this case, $B_{PB}$ equals corresponding to 0.91 T is also represented (brown line). We clearly observe that $B_P$ increases linearly with $1/n$. For a value of $1/n$ approaching zero, $B_P$ tends to $B_{PB}$. This is because $J$ is around $J_C$ for high $n$-values, as in the case of the Bean model.

C. Relationship between $B_P$ and materials parameters

As shown above, there is a nearly linear relationship between $B_P$ and $V_b$, and between $B_P$ and $1/n$.

Firstly it is important to note that $B_P$ is equal to $B_{PB}$ in two cases, i.e. at $V_b = 0$ and also when $1/n$ is approaching zero. We can thus write:

$$B_P(V_b=0) = B_P(n \rightarrow \infty) = B_{PB} \quad (7)$$
All geometric parameters, \( R \) and \( L \), are included in \( B_{PB} \). The value of \( J_C \) is also included in \( B_{PB} \). So \( B_P \) depends on \( B_{PB}, V_b \) and the \( n \)-value. This is verified by simulation for realistic pellet dimensions and \( J_C \) values. To be consistent with (7), we choose to identify a linear relationship between \( B_P, B_{PB}, V_b \) and the \( n \)-value. This is verified by simulation for realistic pellet dimensions and \( J_C \) values. To be consistent with (7), we choose to identify a linear relationship between \( B_P, B_{PB}, V_b \) and the \( n \)-value.

\[
B_P = B_{PB} \left( 1 + \frac{f(V_b)}{n} \right)
\]

So the function \( f(V_b) \) is equal to:

\[
f(V_b) = \frac{(B_P - B_{PB})n}{B_{PB}}.
\]

Fig. 8 represents \( f(ln V_b) \) versus \( V_b \) for two \( n \)-values, 15 and 30. The parameters of the linear function \( f(ln V_b) \) can be deduced from this figure based on the following explicit form:

\[
B_P = B_{PB} \left( 1 + \frac{\alpha \ln V_b + \beta}{n} \right)
\]

In this particular case \( \alpha = 1.2 \) and \( \beta = 3.4 \). The influence of geometric parameters \( R \) and \( L \) should be study in future work to give generality to the formula (10).

Therefore, this simulation study allowed us deducing an interesting relationship (10) between \( B_P, V_b \) and \( n \). This relationship will prove to be useful experimentally for determining the \( n \)-value of a pellet submitted to different rising rates \( V_b \) of the external field.

4. Experimental setup, samples and results

Some authors already used Hall probes to determine magnetic field distribution in superconducting sample [31]-[33]. In order to use the results derived above by simulations, one need to measure the complete penetration magnetic field \( B_P \) in pellets. The main idea of our method is to separate the studied pellet in two pellets to allow deducing \( B_P \) from measurement of the complete penetration magnetic field \( B_{PM} \) between these two pellets. The magnetic field is detected with an axial Hall probe placed on the central axis of two HTS pellets (Fig. 9). To allow comparison between theoretical calculated \( B_P \) and measured \( B_{PM} \), the thickness \( e \) of the Hall probe has to be taken into account. In our case, a thickness of 1.0 mm was taken (worst case scenario). In part 5 the influence of thickness \( e \) is numerically studied and especially for \( e \) = 1 mm to deduce \( B_P \) from \( B_{PM} \).

The cylindrical HTS pellets used in this experiment were YBCO pellets of 10 mm of radius (\( R \)) and 0.5 cm of thickness (\( L/2 \)). In the simulation, the thickness of the corresponding pellet was taken as \( L \), i.e. the sum of the two half-pellets.

Fig. 9. Hall probe location between two HTS pellets

Fig. 10. Experimental set up using a superconducting coil for applying slowly varying external fields to YBCO pellets used in this experiment
In order to study experimentally the influence of rising rate on the magnetic field penetration, the measurement of $B_{PM}$ has been done for two different rising rates. We used two different experimental setups for generating the low and high rising rates. For the low rising rate, a superconducting coil supplied by a current source was used (Fig. 10). For the high rising rate, the superconducting coil could not be used because the losses that would be generated would quench it. Therefore, a pulsed field magnetization process [13] based on a copper coil was used (Fig. 11), in which a pre-charged capacitor is discharged in the copper coil. This approach allowed us to obtain rising rates up to 660 T/s and fields up to 5 T. The applied magnetic field $B_a(t)$ was deduced from the current measured in the copper coil, and the magnetic field at the center of the two pellets $B_d(t)$ was measured with a Hall probe.

In the experimental results (Fig. 12 and 13) the beginning of the rise of $B_d(t)$ does not exhibit the same waveform as that of $B_a(t)$. As it is confirmed later in the paper (part 3), this is due to the necessary space between the pellets to place the Hall probe. Therefore, the determination of the penetration time $T_p$ is done as follows. A criterion is first chosen to clearly define $T_p$. Knowing $T_p$ allows defining $B_{PM}$. In this case, we decided to define $T_p$ using the measured magnetic field curve $B_d(t)$ at the center of the pellet. Firstly we consider that after complete penetration (for $T > T_p$) $B_d(t)$ and $B_a(t)$ are separated of $B_{PM}$. Secondly we modified $B_a(t)$ around $T_p$ to be a copy of applied magnetic field $B_a(t)$, $(B_a(t) - B_{PM}$ shown in blue dotted line in Fig. 12 and 13). Thirdly we deduced $T_p$ and $B_{PM}$. This is valid because after the complete penetration time $T_p$ the difference between curves is nearly-constant and equals to $B_{PM}$, as clearly seen in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

In Fig. 14, which is the same figure as Fig. 13, but for a higher field and on a larger time scale, this approximation is less valid as we can see that the difference between $B_a(t)$ and $B_d(t)$ is not as constant in this case. The main reason for this difference between $B_a(t)$ and $B_d(t)$ at low and high fields is that $J_c$ decreases with $B$. In fact, the difference is proportional to $J_c$.

Overall, the greater $B_a(t)$ is, the smaller the difference between $B_a(t)$ and $B_d(t)$ is. Despite this approximation, we chose this criterion for defining $T_p$ in order to allow comparisons between the two rising rates (Fig. 12 and 13).

With the criterion chosen and for our two YBaCuO pellets (Fig. 9), the measured $B_{PM}$ were: $B_{PM1} = 1.0$ T for the high rising field rate ($V_{b2} = 660$ T/s), and $B_{PM2} = 0.8$ T for the low rising rate ($V_{b2} = 0.033$ T/s) (Fig. 12 and 13).
Fig. 14. Applied magnetic field $B_a$ and measured magnetic field at the center of the pellet $B_0$ for a high rising field rate.

5. $n$-value and $J_C$ determination method

The determination of the $n$-value and $J_C$ of a pellet was done as follows. We first identify the two measured values of $B_{PM}$ as explained above, corresponding to two different values of $V_b$. From these values, the $n$-value can be deduced with:

$$n = \frac{\alpha (B_{PM1} - B_{PM2})}{\beta (B_{PM1} - B_{PM2})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

From this $n$-value, and with $B_{P1}$, $V_{b1}$ and (10), we can deduce the value of $B_{P1}$. Finally, from (2) and the geometric parameters $R$ and $L$, we determine $J_C$. To correctly connect simulation and experimental results, the influence of Hall probe thickness $e$ must be taken into account. Fig. 15 presents simulations made with two pellets and different spacings ($e = 0.5$ and $1$ mm), typical of Hall probe thicknesses. We then compared those results with those of a single pellet without hall probe ($e = 0$ mm).

Fig. 15 shows that $T_P$ and $B_{PM}$ increase with $e$. This is due to the shape of the current density distribution near the center of the pellets (see Fig.16). Without the Hall probe, the region without current has a circular shape, as shown in Fig. 3. With the Hall probe, this zero current region becomes two regions with ovoid-like shape, corresponding to a quicker current density penetration than without the probe. Although the probe thickness should be reduced as much as possible, numerical simulations allow correcting the measured value $B_{PM}$ in order to obtain a relatively good value of $B_P$.

Fig. 15. $B_a(t)$ and $B_0(t)$ for different Hall probe thicknesses $e$.

From our experiments, we find $V_{b1} = 660$ T/s, $B_{PM1} = 1.0$ T, $V_{b2} = 0.033$ T/s and $B_{PM2} = 0.8$ T. After taking into account the probe thickness $e = 1.0$ mm, we find the corrected values of complete penetration magnetic are $B_{P1} = 1.3$ T, and $B_{P2} = 1.0$ T. With these values, we find a $n$-value of 50, which is possible for monocrystalline YBCO pellets at 77 K. The value of $B_{P2}$ calculated with (11) and $n = 50$ is 1.1 T and the value of $J_C$ deduced is 110 A/mm². Once again, this value is consistent with commonly used YBCO pellets at 77 K.

Fig. 16 Current density distribution in superconducting pellet for $e = 1$ mm.

6. Conclusion.

In this paper, we present a new experimental approach to identify the $J_C$ and $n$-value of YBCO pellets through a simple magnetization experiment correlated with a numerical simulation. The principle relies on that we can identify the two parameters through two measurements at different applied magnetic field rising rate $V_b$. Indeed, by
deducing from measurements the complete penetration magnetic field $B_p$ of a high temperature superconducting cylinder under two different $V_p$, we can uniquely determine $J_c$ and $n$ using a simple linear relationship between $B_p$, $V_p$ and $n$-value, whose parameters are determined by simulation a priori. This new relationship is likely to be very useful in the future for application sizing. In practice, the measurement of $B_pM$ is made with two HTS pellets at once, in order to insert a Hall probe and be able to deduce the required values of $B_p$. Since the simulation is used to establish the linear model parameters, it is quite easy to take the sensor thickness into account and still find an accurate solution. Further validation of the method should be realized on various samples and in more experimental conditions.
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